ABOUT US
Our team comprises airline pilots and airforce veterans with extensive teaching expertise. We realise
the importance of individual attention and comfort in learning that each student seeks. Our focus on
quality training ensures that students receive the most dynamic and adept foundation to always stay at
the forefront.
We provide online 1–to–1 classes with demonstrated teaching techniques to equip aspirants with the
required skills and knowledge to stand out as proficient pilots.

COURSES & SERVICES

Online CPL & ATPL
Classes

Flying Training

Airline Preparatory
Classes

Paperwork and
documentation

THE MOST ORGANIZED ONLINE STUDY PLATFORM
CLASSROOM

Use our online Classroom to attend daily sessions if you prefer classes at fixed timings.
Study from the comfort of your home with highly experienced faculty with excellent
pass rate records.
ONLINE SCHEDULING

Schedule and attend classes at timings of your choice to adapt to your daily routine.
Receive timely mail reminders before your class. If you are a full-time college student or
working professional, this is definitely recommended!
STUDYROOM

The Studyroom has been carefully curated and made in-house by our instructors.
Access illustrated premium study material for each subject to revise your daily concepts
and for quick revisions before your DGCA exams. Practise questions topic-wise after
each module to strengthen your understanding!
ONLINE EXAM CENTRE

Be exam ready by preparing yourself to take on the DGCA exams by practising from the
various exam modules such as Open book, Time-based and Full-length examinations
with benchmark DGCA questions. Receive detailed exam reports after each exam to
know your improvement areas.
HANDBOOKS

Our in-house handbooks are popular with students as one of the top compilations of the
best aviation books with overall coverage of concepts with highlighted keywords which
are important from the exam point of view. Our handbooks are also a hit with BBA
Aviation Management candidates as well!
FLYING TRAINING

Complete your flying training with reputed schools in India and abroad with highly cost
effective plans and no hidden charges. Our students receive benefits that include
opportunities to work as flight instructors and train on modern aircraft fleet with the latest
automation.

What our students have to say…

Instructors are so helpful and have gone
beyond their responsibilities to help me with
things like Computer number, guidance on
flying schools in India & abroad and all my
queries related to aviation.
- Kanishk

All the instructors have great knowledge.
1-to-1 classes helped me in understanding
the subjects more clearly and my instructors helped me with the smallest of queries.

He took great measures in helping me
grasp every concept, straightforward and to
the point. The study materials are very
resourceful.

I have gained a lot of confidence and understanding of the subjects that I had missed
out earlier during the training days.

I realised that online classes are in fact
better than physical classes, the environment is very friendly!

May it be any time of the day, doesn’t matter
as he is always available to help you out
with your doubts. Concepts are taught in a
way that one would not forget easily.

- Janani

- Pratik

- Aditya

- Yohan

- Pratyay

Study material is top notch and regular
exams help a lot.

Made us understand the fact that in aviation
there is no such thing called hypothesis,
everything happens for a reason.

- Aryaman

- Rahil Mathur

CONTACT US:
+ 91 8882589606
www.individualcplclasses.com
Sushant Lok Phase 1, Sector 43, Gurgaon - 122001

